Recycled Art

Have you ever recycled an Object to
Give it a new Purpose?

What do you think recycled art is, and
what is it made of?

Drive (a back and forth through time to save lives), by
Todd Knopke, 2010

Recycled art is an environmentally conscious
and sustainable form of art made out of
discarded materials! You can use anything
and transform it into Art.
This lesson will show you some ways artists
have transformed objects into art, and give
you ideas for recycled art too!

Do you recycle?
Why do you think recycled art is important?

Recycled art is important
because it has a lot of
environmental beneﬁts that
come from reusing thrown
out materials to reduce the
amount of waste in the world!

Have you ever seen trash on
the sidewalk? Or on the
beach?

There are many landﬁlls in the world,
or places where garbage is held, and
there is a lot of pollution and litter
around us, such as trash in the oceans
or on the beach. Recycled art helps to
reuse objects to avoid waste, litter,
and pollution!

What discarded material do you think this
artwork is made of?

Sound Wave, by Jean Shin, 2007

It’s made out of records!
A record was used before we had CDs or Spotify to play music! You
place the record on something called a turntable, which played
the music while spinning the record.
Not many people use records now, so recycling records is a great
way to old plastic into something new!

Sound Wave, by Jean Shin, 2007

Left: A record
Right: A turntable

What discarded material do you think this
artwork is made of?

Indochine, by Guerra de la Paz, 2011

It’s made out of recycled
clothes!

Can you identify any pieces of
clothing in this sculpture?

Sometimes, our tastes change, or we need new
clothing for different reasons! Fabric is very
ﬂexible though, and can be transformed easily into
new shapes, making it the perfect media for
sculpture!

Indochine, by Guerra de la Paz, 2011

What discarded material do you think this
artwork is made of?

Pyramids People – Cairo, Giza, by HA Schult, 2002

It’s made out of recycled
Garbage!!

What kinds of trash do you
think make up these sculptures?

Pyramids People – Cairo, Giza, by HA Schult, 2002

Using found objects, like in recycled art, is something
artists have done throughout art history dating back to the
16th century. Found objects that were considered rare or
amusing were displayed in “cabinets of curiosities” like an
early museum. However, it wasn’t until the 1900s that
artists began to use found objects in sculptural works.

what do you think the artist is
using here?

ROUE DE BICYCLETTE (BICYCLE WHEEL), by Marcel Duchamp, 1913

Marcel Duchamp created the ready made, where he took
existing, everyday objects and called them art, hence
the name “ready made.” Duchamp’s ﬁrst readymade
was created in 1913, and it was a bicycle wheel on a
stool.

ROUE DE BICYCLETTE (BICYCLE WHEEL), by Marcel Duchamp, 1913

The use of found objects further
expanded to include trash and
recycled items to create sculptures,
collages, and various other art
forms. Here is an example of art
made out of recycled bottle caps
and other found objects by
contemporary artist El Anatsui.
This work is meant to represent
Kente cloth, a traditional type of
fabric woven mainly by people in
Ghana.

Equivalent VIII, by Carl Andre, 1966

During the 1960’s, found objects became prevalent in
movements such as pop art, minimalism, op art, and
ﬂuxus. These artists used everyday objects to try to
think about what art was, or could be. Here is an
example of found objects in minimalist art. This is
an arrangement of ﬁre blocks by minimalist artist
Carl Andre.

Amemo (Mast of Humankind), by El Anatsui, 2010

What do you see in
these images?

White Trash, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

Cuidado, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

What do you think
these dresses are
made 0f, and
how?
Untitled, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

Takeaway Queen, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

White Trash, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

Cuidado, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

These dresses are made by Marina
DeBris. DeBris creates “trashion,”
or trash fashion, made with trash
found on the beach. She does this
to spread awareness about ocean
garbage and wastefulness.
Untitled, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

Takeaway Queen, by Marina DeBris, 21st century

Recycled art has continued to grow in popularity, which
has resulted in sculptures that also form optical
illusions.
What do you see
in these works?
How do you think
the shadows are
formed?
Dirty White Trash (With Gulls), by Tim Noble and Sue Webster, 1998
Youngman, by Tim Noble and Sue Webster, 2012

The artists gathered trash for 6 months, and then carefully piled
it to make these shapes! A projector is cast over the objects to
create the shadows. The ﬁgures are made with carefully placed
objects seen in the shadows of the projector.

Dirty White Trash (With Gulls), by Tim Noble and Sue Webster, 1998

Youngman, by Tim Noble and Sue Webster, 2012

Here is an example of recycled art in UCSB’s AD&A Museum!
What do you see in this artwork?
What materials do you think were used to
create this artwork?

Drive (a back and forth through time to save lives), by Todd Knopke, 2010

Here is an example of recycled art in UCSB’s AD&A Museum!
Todd Knopke he coined the term “ﬂexible
sculptures.” To create these large ﬂexible
sculptures, Knopke uses recycled fabric swatches.
Knopke takes inspiration from historical
tapestries to make dreamlike collages that come
from his personal memories.

Drive (a back and forth through time to save lives), by Todd Knopke, 2010

As well as recycled materials, artists also use elements from the
environment to make art!

What do you see in this image?
What are the ﬁgures doing?
Why would an artist choose
these materials?

Lonely Tree, Lonely People, The Tree Hugger Project, by Agnieszka
Gradzik and Wiktor Szostalo, 2008

This sculpture is made out of twigs, branches, and vines! The
artists reshaped the debris of nature into human forms by
bending them, and making them overlap so they stay together!

Lonely Tree, Lonely People, The Tree Hugger Project, by Agnieszka
Gradzik and Wiktor Szostalo, 2008

You could try something
similar by bending and weaving
sticks together to form a sphere!

As well as recycled materials, artists also use elements from the
environment to make art!
What do you see in this image?
Why would an artist choose
these materials?
Do you think this sculpture
will last forever?

Equilibri, by Michael Grab, Cattolica, Italy, 2012

This sculpture is made out of stones! The artist did this
by carefully ﬁnding and stacking stones to make these
shapes. However, this work is not meant to last forever,
but instead it changes with the weather, seasons, and
landscape.

Equilibri, by Michael Grab, Cattolica, Italy, 2012

You could try something similar at the beach by
ﬁnding and stacking rocks too!

Craft 1 - Environmentally Conscious Collage
Supplies:
-

newspapers, magazines
piece of paper or cardboard
scissors
glue
ruler
pencils, pens, or markers

Directions:
1. At the start of a week, collect and save any newspapers and magazines you ﬁnd.
2. After you gather materials over the week, grab a piece of big, square piece of paper or
cardboard to be the base of your collage.
3. Cut out letters, animals, objects, and other things you like from the newspapers,
magazines, and other things you found.
4. Arrange the cutouts anyway you like on your base, and glue or tape them down.
5. Once you have glued down all of the cutouts you chose to use, grab your pens,
pencils, or markers, and stylize, color, and/or add detail to your environmentally
conscious collage!

Craft 2 - Save the Environment Sculpture
Supplies:
- recyclable items (bottles,
bottlecaps, paper, jars, cans, etc)
- hot glue
- indoor or outside safe area where
you can complete your sculpture

Directions:
1. Allow yourself around a week to collect whatever recyclable items you can
ﬁnd in your house or your nearby surroundings.
2. Once you’ve obtained enough recyclable items, start visualizing your
sculpture. Think about how to place things in relation to each other!
3. Once you have an idea, start trying to develop your sculpture by placing
things together. You may have to resituate things to make them ﬁt.
4. Use Hot glue or tape to hold your sculpture together.
5. Now, you have your very own sculpture made out of recycled materials!

